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Pnnracn

Two distinct military aviation naining programs appeared in France and the

United Kingdom during the First World War. France's Service Adronautiqze (hereafter

anglicized as the French Air Service or FAS) followed the Bldriot method developed by

the nation,s eponymous prewar aviation hero, Louis Bl6riot. Across the Channel, the

British Air Services (BAS)1 adopted the dual instruction technique pioneered by the

Wright Brothers at their flying school in Dayton, ohio. Although all Great war pilots

underwent flight training, available secondary sources fail to adequately examine this

critical phase of every flyer's career' leaving a gap in the historical record'

This thesis fills three holes in the historiography of world War I military aviation:

(r) The dual instruction and Bl6riot preliminary flight instruction methods will be

comprehensively explained in the same work; (2) The respective influence of both

techniques on flight instruction in the United States Air Service (USAS)2 will be

evaluated; and (3) The relative effectiveness of each training system will be determined

through the juxtaposition and analysis of combat records from American alumni of all

three nation's Programs'
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only three extant works discuss military aviation taining of American combat

pilots during the Great war in detail: (l) Herbert Molloy Mason, Jr.,s The Lafayette

Escadrille, Q) The u.s. Air service in the Great war, IgIT-IgIgby James J. cooke, and

(3) James A. Hudson's Hostile Skies: A combat History of the American Air service.

Mason includes an overview of flight instruction in France during the Great war,but The

Lafryette Escadrille only tells the story of American volunteers fighting for the French.

His investigation remains limited to the Service Aironautique andis thus of no

comparative value. cooke describes the scope of Allied aid to the AEF Air service and

offers a lengthy overview of the construction of an American taining program in The

u.S. Air Service in the Great war, 1917-1919, but the study does not comment on the

degree that the Bldriot and dual instruction paradigms shaped American military flight
instruction or confrast the subsequent efficacy of American_, British_, and French_trained

graduates. Hudson treats AEF Air Service units trained by and serving with Allied

commands separately and provides information on the different training styles that

American cadets encountered in France, Great Britain, and North America in his

thoroughly researched book, Hostile skies. He stops short of a direct comparison of these

systems, however, and gives only generalized commentary on pros and cons of Bldriot

and dual flight instruction.

Thanks laryely to the foresight of Major General Mason Patrick, Chief of the Air

Service, and the efforts of his Chief Historian, Colonel Edgar S. Gonell,3 the primary

source material exists for a more extensive survey of military aviation training in the

Great War. Acting on Gen. Patrick's 4 December I9l8 order to compile the complete

' Edgar S. Gorrell, one of the Air Service's famous "boy colonels," achieved this venerable rank at only 27
years of age. James J. Hudson, Hostile-Skies:.A combat History of the American Air siii"" in ltorld war
1(Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press' 1968)' l0'



and official history of the AEF Air service in Europe, col. Gorrell and his staffcollected
an assortment of squadron rosters, histories, and combat reports, executive orders, graphs,

diagrams, manuals, and statistical studies. Documentation continued until 1920 and
resulted in252 volumes of unpublished archival materiar titled Gorrell,s History of the
American Expeditionary Forces Air service, 1gI7-tgtg(commonly and hereafter

referred to as the Gorrell Histories). Housed as Record Group r20 atthe United States

National Archives Annex in college Park, Maryland, these documents comprise the

definitive source for information on American aviator's participation in world war I.
col' Gorrell summarized RG 120 na lecture he delivered at Norwich university in 1940.

Titled rhe Measure of America's l|/orld war Aeronautical Effort,the transcript of col.
Gorrell's includes graphs, statistics, and a detailed evaluation of training across the entire

Air Service in Europe and North America.

Famous aces' accounts of their wartime experiences (such as Eddie

Rickenbacker's Fighting the Flying circus) supplement col. Gorrell,s official history of
the AEF Air Service. Many of these autobiographies were published after the war for

profit, focusing on the authors' dogfighting exploits and investing few pages to the

relatively mundane training period of their wartime service. Luckily the memoirs of

three less renowned fliers contain more primary information on flight instruction: (l)

Elliot White Springs' ll'ar Birds presents the complete story of 210 American men that

trained at BAS centers in England and fought with the MF; (2) Edwin C. parsons

volunteered his services to France and considers his Bldriot training in I Flew with the

Lafayette Escadrille; and(3) Lt. Colonel Harold E' Hartney's book (lp and At,Em

recounts his experiences as atainee in the BAS and later as an instructor with the USAS.
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